ABSTRACT

We present our experience of using the HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode to diagnose sclerosing stromal tumor (SST) of the ovary. Two-dimensional (2D) sonography showed an echogenic solid tumor with some anechoic areas inside the mass. Two-dimensional power Doppler depicted peripheral vascularity with a few central vessels inside the mass. HDliveFlow clearly showed abundant peripheral vascularization with several penetrating vessels (scrubbing-brush appearance). The HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode revealed numerous peripheral vessels with some penetrating vessels and a few cysts inside the mass. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was highly suggestive of SST. Laparoscopic right salpingo-oophorectomy was performed, and the histopathologic diagnosis was SST of the right ovary. The HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode may facilitate the preoperative diagnosis of SST as an additional diagnostic tool along with conventional 2D power Doppler sonography.
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CASE REPORT

An 18-year-old nulliparous Japanese woman was referred to our university hospital because of a right ovarian solid tumor. She had a history of menstrual irregularity for several months. Although routine laboratory findings were unremarkable, the serum level of cancer antigen 72-4 was slightly elevated (23.1 U/mL). Transvaginal 2D sonography (Voluson E8, GE Healthcare Japan, Tokyo, Japan) depicted a solid 40-mm tumor with moderate echogenicity and some anechoic areas inside the mass of the right ovary (Fig. 1A). There was no ascites in the pelvic cavity. Transvaginal 2D power Doppler revealed peripheral vascularity with a few central vessels inside the mass (Fig. 1B). HDliveFlow (Voluson E10, GE Healthcare Japan, Tokyo, Japan) clearly showed abundant peripheral vascularization with several penetrating vessels (scrubbing-brush appearance) (Fig. 2). Moreover, the HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode revealed numerous peripheral vessels with some penetrating vessels and a few cysts inside the mass (Fig. 3). Magnetic resonance imaging revealed that its central portion had the same signal intensity as water and exhibited a high signal intensity on T2-weighted imaging (Fig. 4). The peripheral portion of the tumor was slightly hyperintense relative to muscle. T2-weighted imaging depicted a thin, low-intensity rim surrounding the tumor. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI demonstrated marked early enhancement of the peripheral portion of the tumor. A diagnosis of SST of the ovary was strongly suspected, and laparoscopic right salpingo-oophorectomy was performed (Fig. 5). Histopathology confirmed SST of the right ovary.
DISCUSSION

On 2D sonography, SSTs are solid cyst with multiple round or cleft-like cysts.\textsuperscript{10} Moreover, on 2D color Doppler, SSTs are very hypervascular in peripheral solid areas and internal intercystic spaces.\textsuperscript{10} Deval et al\textsuperscript{11} reported that the “association of an echogenic ovarian mass with acoustic shadowing and a high degree of peripheral vascularization may strongly suggest the diagnosis of SST of the ovary.” In the present case, transvaginal 2D sonography showed a moderately echogenic tumor with some anechoic areas inside the mass of the right ovary. Moreover, transvaginal 2D power Doppler revealed peripheral vascularity with a few central vessels inside the mass. Therefore, the diagnosis of SST of the ovary was also suspected by 2D sonography and power Doppler.

The T2-weighted MRI features of SSTs are “hyperintense cystic or solid heterogeneous components showing an intermediate to high signal intensity within a mass exhibiting a round or oval shape”.\textsuperscript{4,12-14} Moreover, dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging reveals early peripheral enhancement with central progression.\textsuperscript{12-14}

In our case, T2-weighted MRI revealed that the central portion of the mass had a high signal intensity with a...
thin, low-intensity peripheral rim. Dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI demonstrated marked early enhancement of the peripheral portion of the tumor. These findings are consistent with those of SSTs reported previously.

The HDliveFlow silhouette mode provides vitreous-like clarity of blood flow in both the fetal heart and gynecologic disorders and can preserve and present an outline and the borders of blood flow, but the core remains semi-transparent.16-19 A key advantage of the HDlive silhouette mode is the visualization of anatomical landmarks.15-19 The HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode clearly shows the spatial relationships among the mass of the uterine sarcoma, penetrating abnormal tumor vessels, and surrounding myometrial vessels.16-19 In the present case, the HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode revealed numerous peripheral vessels with some penetrating vessels and a few cysts inside the SST. In our previous report, HDliveFlow with the HDlive silhouette mode clearly demonstrated a typical vascular-tree-like pattern in the secondary ovarian cancer, whereas complicated abundant branching vessels forming a network with caliber changes (vascular-net pattern) were revealed in the primary ovarian cancer.20 Therefore, HDliveFlow silhouette mode with the HDlive silhouette mode may help in differentiating SST from primary and metastatic ovarian cancers. To the best of authors’ knowledge, this is the first report on HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode findings of SST of the ovary. The HDliveFlow silhouette mode with HDlive silhouette mode may facilitate the preoperative diagnosis of SST as an adjunctive diagnostic tool along with conventional 2D and power Doppler.
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